
A Dotterel Diversion - Mike Bloomfield
A few  years have lapsed since I last saw  a Dotterel so, when four were located in early May this year, it was an 
opportunity not to be missed.  However, these birds were not in the BOG area and, even worse, they were at 
the top of  Pendle Hill, an annual and regular spring migration stopping point.  I’m sure those of you who have 
made this climb, will testify that standing by the kissing gate at the end of the farm track for the first time and 
then looking upwards, the prospect of  reaching the summit seemed to me, at my ripe old age, a challenge too 
far.  Added to this, it was made even worse by a birder you happen to pass heading home in the opposite 
direction advising that he had not found them!  Undaunted, and not wishing to let down my companion, we set 
off on the easier (but longer) route to our left.  I didn’t time the climb but it must have taken us 20 to 30 
minutes, including at least 5 stops to recover breath.  The penultimate rest did produce a male Merlin though, 
scooting close to the slope below  us and downwind at speed, presumably in the hope of capturing an 
unsuspecting Meadow Pipit which were actively displaying as we passed them on the climb. 

On reaching what I thought would be the top, the path turned sharp right and it would be another, less 
strenuous upward trek of about a quarter of a mile to reach the trig point around which the Dotterel are known 
to prefer.  There is even a message made of  white stones pressed into the black peat saying ‘Dotterel City’. 
The weather was good, albeit quite windy, and after about 90 minutes (including a bite to eat) there was no 
sign of bird life except for a passing Raven, a calling Red Grouse, Meadow  Pipits and a couple of migrating 
Swallows.  A photographer hanging around the trig point had been there a while and was contemplating 
whether, or not, to give up his quest and there was another birder quartering the moor some distance away to 
the north.  We began to suspect that the birds may have moved on, having been there for at least three days, 
ahead of a weather front due later in the day.  So we reluctantly decided to head slowly back. 

My colleague made a call to another friend who was planning to make the climb the next day just to inform him 
we had not seen the birds, only to discover that he had been the day previously and had great views, but not 
in the usual area.  With renewed expectation and some directions, we headed back to where the upward path 
turned to the right and searched two other tracks, finally locating four birds (two males and two females) 
feeding in the short grass alongside the track.  Cameras primed, we sat down, no more than 15 metres away, 
snapping like mad, and watching them making their way directly towards and then past us, such that they 
became much too near for photographs!  What an enjoyable experience.  

These two shots provide a good comparison between both male and female birds. The male (right) has a 
subdued plumage, the brighter female (left) will lay a batch with one male, perhaps another, and then begin 
her migration south, leaving the males to incubate and look after the chicks until they have fledged.   

After at least 15 minutes enjoying the moment, we made our way back to the downward path to realise the hill 
side was covered in bilberry and consequently, many green hairstreak butterflies. They were very easy to 
observe, particularly when the sun disappeared behind a cloud and they rested for the next warming rays.  A 
great experience and well worth the effort although I didn’t think it would be on the way up.
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